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Abstract: The traditional Range Doppler (RD) algorithm is unable to meet practical 
needs owing to the limit of resolution. The order of fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT) 
and the length of sampling signals affect SAR imaging performance when FrFT is 
applied to RD algorithm. To overcome the above shortcomings, the purpose of this paper 
is to propose a high-resolution SAR image algorithm by using the optimal order of FrFT 
and the sample length constraints for the range direction. The expression of the optimal 
order of SAR range signals via FrFT is deduced in detail. The initial sample length and 
its constraints are proposed to obtain the best sample length of SAR range signals. 
Experimental results demonstrate that, when the range sampling-length changes in a 
certain interval, the best sampling-length will be obtained, which the best values of the 
range resolution, PSLR and ISLR, will be derived respectively. Compared with 
traditional RD algorithm, the main-lobe width of the peak-point target of the proposed 
algorithm is narrow in the range direction. While the peak amplitude of the first side-lobe 
is reduced significantly, those of other side-lobes also drop in various degrees.  
 
Keywords: Fractional Fourier transform, synthetic aperture radar, range doppler 
algorithm, image quality assessment. 1 

1 Introduction 
At present, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging [Sourabh and Umesh (2020); 
Shahzad, Liam, Marina et al. (2019); Hajar and Bijan (2019); Nizar and Stéphane (2019); 
Qiu, Zhou and Fu (2020)] reconnaissance has attracted the attention of all countries in the 
world, and has become a technology that shows fierce competition and rapid 
development. As an effective air-to-ground observation tool, SAR imaging 
reconnaissance can provide long-distance and all-weather detection activities, and plays 
an increasingly important role in modern police operations [He, Yu, Xu et al. (2019)]. RD 
algorithm is a classical method for SAR imaging processing thanks to its easy operability 
and high computational efficiency [Smith (1991)]. However, its strength is greatly 
compromised by its weakness: the quality of the acquired images is very low, hence 
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greatly reduces the applicability of the algorithm. The Secondary Range Compression 
(SRC), a modified algorithm, is able to improve the imaging accuracy of SAR, but its 
dependence on the azimuth frequency [Cumming and Wong (2005)] becomes yet another 
problem that is difficult to resolve.  
The application of FrFT to SAR imaging processing has been a focus of research in 
recent years, and researchers are particularly interested in the fractional orders. Two-
dimensional peak spectrum search [Fouts and Pace (2002)] in fractional Fourier domain 
is proposed to determine the optimal transform order of FrFT for Linear Frequency 
Modulation (LFM) parameter estimation. This method has very good stability, but a 
tremendous amount of calculation is required, and the precision of parameter estimation 
is reduced due to the limited amount of data samples. By using geometric transformation 
relationship, the optimal order of FrFT for LFM signals [Capus and Brown (2003)] can 
be obtained, but the corresponding FrFT cannot replace the Fourier Transform (FT) in 
traditional RD algorithm to achieve signal reconstruction. The literature [Chen, Zhao, 
Chen et al. (2014)] measures the frequency modulation of SAR echo signals by way of 
local optimal processing and calculates the optimal order of FrFT, which is effective in 
improving the imaging performance of missile-borne SAR according to its experimental 
results, but it is not universally applicable. In the reported research results of applying 
FrFT to SAR imaging [Ramona, Nicolas, Grégoire et al. (2016); El-Mashed, Zahran, 
Dessouky et al. (2013); Wang and Jiang (2018)], a good solution has not been found to 
replace traditional Fourier Transform to achieve higher image resolution. In an attempt to 
resolve the application problem of FrFT and the sample length constraints for the range 
direction, this paper starts with the order analysis of range signal transform, then 
establishes a high-resolution SAR imaging algorithm based on the optimal order of FrFT 
and the sample length constraints for the range direction, and finally concludes with a 
presentation of experimental results and an analysis of the point-target imaging of 
airborne side-looking SAR and the measured data of the space-borne RADARSAT-1. 

2 Order analysis of range signal transform 
It is assumed that the slant distance between P′ and T is ( )R t , where t  is a slow time 
variable when the SAR platform moves to any position P′on the flight path, point T is 
located at the center of SAR imaging swath. The LFM signals emitted by SAR at any 
position P′  is shown in Eq. (1).  

( )2( ) rect exp j2 jr c r
P

s f
T
ττ π τ πκ τ

 
= + 

 
                                                                           (1) 

where τ is the fast time variable, PT is the pulse width, cf  is the carrier frequency, rκ is 
the modulation frequency of SAR echo signals, c  is the light speed and rect( )⋅  is the 
rectangular window function. 
The fractional Fourier transform of the continuous-time signal ( )xf is defined as 

[ ]( ) ( , ) ( )F f u K u x f x dxα α

∞

−∞
= ∫                                                                                           (2) 

where ( , )K u xα
 is the kernel function of FrFT as shown in Eq. (3), α  is the rotation angle 
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and 2α µ π= − × , µ  is the order of FrFT. 

( ){ }2 2( , ) exp cot 2 cscK u x A j x u uxα α π α α = ⋅ + − 
                                                      (3) 

where 1 jcotAα α= − , and nα π≠ . If 2nα π= , ( , )K u xα ( )u xδ= − , and if (2 1)nα π= + , 
( , ) ( )K u x u xα δ= + . Considering the time delay, Eq. (2) is substituted for the SAR range 

signals in Eq.  (1) . 
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To simplify the calculation, the following settings are substituted into Eq. (4) without 
producing adverse effect on the optimal order analysis of FrFT, where 0cf = , ( ) 0R t = , and 

( ) rect( )r PW Tτ τ= .  

[ ] ( ) ( )2exp( ) ( j, ) r rrF K Ws u u dα α τ πτ τκ τ
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−∞
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     (5) 

Assume ( ) ( )rU Wτ τ= , then ( ){ }2 2 2( ) exp j cot 2 csc rV u uτ π τ α τ α κ τ = + − + 
. According to 

the Principle of Stationary Phase, Taylor formula and Fresnel integral [Wang and Wang 
(2020)], the following equation can be obtained 
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(6) 

Assume that the sampling-length of the SAR echo signals in the range direction is rN , 

the sample frequency is rF , the modulation frequency after the dimensional 

normalization of the range signal [Zhao, Deng and Tao (2005)] is rκ′ , the rotation angle 

is α′ , substitute them into Eq. (6) and get 
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According to Eq. (7), if the fractional energy spectrum [ ]( )rF s uα′  is highly focused on a 

certain fractional Fourier transform domain axis at the rotation angle of α′ , then 
cot 0rκ α′ ′+ =  is certainly satisfied, and at this moment [ ]( )rF s uα′  is an impulse 
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function. Because 2/r r r rN Fκ κ′ = , 
2
πα µ′ ′= ,α α′ =  , the optimal order of the SAR echo 

signals in the range direction at the time of fractional Fourier transform can be obtained 
2

opt
2 arctan r

r r

F
N

µ µ
π κ

 
′= = − 

                                                                       
(8) 

where arctan(.) is the inverse tangent function. For an actual given echo signals of SAR, the 
range frequency rκ , the sampling-length rN  and the sampling frequency rF  are all known, so 
it is easy to directly calculate the corresponding optimal order optµ  according to Eq. (8). 

3 Sample length constraints for the range direction 
Any fractional order of FrFT corresponds to a time-frequency rotation angle. If it is the 
optimal order, the energy spectrum of FrFT under the corresponding time-frequency 
rotation angle is an impulse function as mentioned earlier. Therefore, the optimal order of 
FrFT and the optimal rotation angle are the unique corresponding relations. Theoretically, 
the optimal order of fractional Fourier transform can be obtained as long as the length of 
range samples meets the basic requirements of SAR imaging. However, the sample 
length satisfying the above conditions has certain uncertainty, which does not necessarily 
bring about the optimal SAR imaging performance. In order to solve this problem, we 
present a method to calculate the best sample length of range signals. 
Let the initial sample length of range signals be 0Nr , as shown in Eq. (9): 

0 INT[ ]P rNr T Fγ= ⋅ ⋅                                                                                                      (9) 

where INT[ ]⋅  is the Rounding Function, γ  is the variable constant, and 1.2γ =  is 
recommended for Airborne SAR imaging or spaceborne SAR imaging. 
Take the initial sample length 0Nr  as the center, change (increase or decrease) the sample 
length within a certain interval, observe the SAR image resolution, and determine the 
best sample length according to the constraints, as shown in Eq. (10):  

opt

PSLR( ) max, ISLR( ) max
argmin[ ( )]

r r

r
N N

N r rNρ
→ →

=                                                                                (10) 

where argmin[ ]⋅  represents the variable value when the objective function [ ( )]r rNρ  is 

taken as the minimum value, optNr  represents the optimal sample length in the range 

direction, which enables the range resolution rρ  to reach the minimum value. PSLR( )rN  
and ISLR( )rN  represent the corresponding PSLR (Peak Side Lobe Ratio) and ISLR 
(Integrated Side lobe Ratio) values respectively, when rN changes. Eq. (10) shows that 
the maximum values of PSLR  and ISLR  can be obtained as much as possible when 
seeking the minimal range resolution rρ , where ⋅  is the absolute value function. 
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4 High resolution SAR imaging algorithm in the range direction 
For SAR raw signals, especially the measured data, the rotation angles in time-frequency 
domain corresponding to the optimal order optµ  in range direction is usually in the first 
quadrant of time-frequency plane, and the smaller rotation angle will reduce the focusing 
effect of the signals. The corresponding time-frequency angles can be rotated 2π , and 
the optimal order in the range direction should be changed to 

opt1 µ− (see Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Construction illustrations of the proposed algorithm 

The proposed algorithm in this paper can be quickly performed according to Fig. 1 in 
applications. Firstly, the optimal order in range direction can be easily computed by using 
the known imaging parameters of SAR and the optimal sample length optNr . Secondly, 
the SAR range signals and range reference function are both transformed by a Fractional 
Fourier Transform (FrFT) to complete range pulse compression and range cell migration 
correction, and then the range signals are reconstructed by an Inverse Fractional Fourier 
Transform (IFrFT). Finally, the SAR azimuth signal and its compression reference 
function are both transformed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to complete azimuth 
pulse compression based on the range signal processing, and then the azimuth signals are 
reconstructed by IFFT. The calculational methods of FrFT and IFrFT in the range 
direction can both be effectively performed by using FFT. Theoretically, the proposed 
and traditional RD algorithms have the same amount of computation. The proposed 
algorithm becomes the traditional RD algorithm when  

optµ  equals 0. 

5 Experimental results and analysis 
Taking the point-target imaging of airborne side-looking SAR as an example, the simulation 
parameters of airborne SAR imaging are set to =5 sPT µ , =120 MHzrF . According to the 
airborne SAR imaging simulation parameters, the simulation analysis is carried out with the 
proposed algorithm using Kaiser window function as an example. By adopting the set 
parameters and Eq. (9), the initial value of the range sampling-length 

0r
N becomes 1152. With 
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the sampling value 
0
=1152rN  as the reference center, the range sampling-length is extended 

from 800 to 1600, and the step is 2. Observe the impact of sampling-length on SAR imaging 
performance (see Fig. 2). The fitting curves of the range resolution rρ , PSLR and ISLR are 
all fitted by least square fitting (polynomial coefficient value is 6). It can be seen from the 
fitting curves in Figs 2 (a) and (b) when the range sampling-length changes from 800 to 
1600, there is the best sampling-length, which enables the range resolution rρ , PSLR and 
ISLR to obtain the best values respectively, and the change trend of the latter two curves is 
basically the same. Taking the range resolution rρ  as the measurement standard, the optimal 
sampling-length in the distance direction is 1172, and the corresponding optimal order is 
1.5882. Using the proposed algorithm, the range resolution rρ , PSLR and ISLR are 0.85 m, 
-22.90 dB and -20.79 dB, respectively. At this time, the range resolution rρ , PSLR and 
ISLR of the traditional RD algorithm are 1.11 m, -13.29 dB and -10.19 dB, respectively. Fig. 
3 shows the contours of the interpolated point-target by the two algorithms. Fig. 4 shows the 
profile images of the corresponding point-target in Fig. 3. Compared with the traditional RD 
algorithm, the main-lobe width of point-target in the proposed algorithm becomes narrower 
in the range direction, the peak amplitude of the first side-lobe decreases significantly, and 
those of the other side-lobes also decreases in various degrees (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 2: The influence of the range sample length on SAR imaging performance: (a) 
The influence of the range sampling-length on range resolution; (b) The influence of the 
range sampling-length on PSLR and ISLR 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 3: The contours of the interpolated peak-point target: (a) traditional RD algorithm; 
(b) the proposed algorithm 

 
Figure 4: The profile images of the interpolated peak-point target 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5: SAR images of measured data: (a) traditional RD algorithm; (b) the 
proposed algorithm 

Fig. 5 shows the imaging results based on the measured data from the spaceborne SAR, 
the ground objects are from Canada RADARSAT-1 Vancouver scene (intercept) derived 
from fine mode. The imaging results in Fig. 5 show that compared with the traditional 
RD algorithm, the SAR image obtained by the proposed algorithm features high 
resolution in the range direction. On the obtained images, airport link and taxiway are 
clearly visible. The airborne SAR simulation data and the spaceborne SAR measurement 
data imaging experiments show that the proposed algorithm can achieve better SAR 
imaging resolution than the traditional RD algorithm in the range direction. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this paper, a high-resolution SAR imaging algorithm is established via the optimal 
order of FrFT and the sample length constraints for the range direction. As far as the 
point-target imaging of airborne side-looking SAR and the measured data of the space-
borne RADARSAT-1 are concerned, the assessed results demonstrate that the proposed 
algorithm performs much better than traditional RD algorithm in the range direction. The 
proposed algorithm in this paper has a wide application prospect in SAR imaging 
reconnaissance. With the continuous breakthrough and development of key SAR 
technology, the realization of super-high resolution, multi satellite constellation and 
miniaturized SAR imaging technology in the future will enable SAR reconnaissance 
satellite to obtain considerable development in computer vision image processing. 
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